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REC Idea origin
The beginning

Awakening - Nov. 2016
„I woke up one day and realized that I could not see
what happened on the market last night. What exactly
happened in China?“

Let‘s do it - Feb. 2017
It was early 2017 and our idea was born. What if we
had a complete history with all the data and used it
for evaluation of the current market situation? It would
be wonderful to have such a tool. However, there was
nothing like it on the market. So we told ourselves:
Let‘s build Replay Crypto platform [REC] and solve
trader‘s evergreen question:

BUY OR SELL
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Problem
Trader‘s everyday struggle

Buy or sell?
The life of every trader is about this simple question.

The classic way
It is a complicated, time-consuming and very subjective
task.
•
•
•
•
•

analyzing markets
searching fundamentals
reading news
following other trader‘s strategies
drawing lines and patterns till death
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Solution
History will tell

Own data
ReplayCrypto platform‘s core is based on our own data
formatted in a unique way and collected since 2017.
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Déjà vu tool
A revolutionary approach to a market analysis and a realtime or historical market events evaluation.
This tool enables us to take the momentary market
situation and send it back in time for a comparison. Thanks
to the proprietary algorithm we can find similar moments
in history with congruence expressed as percentages.
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BUY OR SELL?
HISTORY WILL
TELL

Meet the only crypto market platform
with the unique history analytics tool
called Déjà vu.
And there is so much more ...
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We fight against
Traditional ways
There are a lot of available tools on the market. However,
these are biased by analysts subjective interpretation.
At the same time, everyone is working with the same
historical data. They are trying to identify specific market
conditions using traditional indicators, formations or by
drawing their trends and analyses.
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REC platform‘s core is based on data that are being
constantly collected and properly formatted for later use
since 2017.
The initial idea was to offer a historical session replay
option - market replay. During the project development,
we have discovered that instead of just collecting and
formatting the data there is a strong need to evaluate
and interpret those effectively.
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We fight for
More interesting way
We fight for a faster, more exact and more interesting way
of market analysis. We believe that our little revolution
will disrupt and change the world of trading.
REC is based on three pillars. Fast and easily accessible
data set. Proprietary comparative search algorithm.
Attractive and effective data interpretation (UX).
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Thanks to the Déjà vu tool we become Google for searching
in historical data. All it takes is to ask the right question.
The platform‘s ambition is to create a complex
ecosystem with a marketplace and a series of innovative
(unconventional) analytic tools that will enable us to
connect experienced traders with the beginners.
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Proof of concept
The aim of verifying

Algorithm
We have successfully tested our proprietary search
algorithms on real-world data.

Data & UI
Data compression usability and interpretation are tested
continuously on the portal
www.cryptoweather.online
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For everyone
Easy to use
Thanks to the sophisticated ecosystem and the Déjà vu
tool, the platform is suited for experienced, passive or
even beginner traders.

Dive deeper into platform
• Set up automatic buy/sell alerts and get notified
immediately.
• Create your own customized analysis.
• Create your own patterns.
• Then simply sell it on our market and help other traders
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Key features
Main characteristics of the system
Ready for active or passive traders without the need to
be an analytical mastermind.

SPEED
Get the system analysis in seconds instead of
hours.
DATA
Get an objective view based on the complete
market history data.
PREDICTION
Get exact percentage predictions.
EXPERIENCE
Tools with unique and easy to understand
interface.
DEFI-DRIVEN MARKETPLACE
Trading and publishing strategies will allow
you to create the best-rated strategies at the
next level. The market-driven smart contract
trades assets according to a given strategy.
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The overall cryptocurrency market size
is projected to reach USD 1.40 billion by
2024.
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Target Market
Potential customers and competitors
The global crypto-traders community expands each year.
Exponentially. Even traditional trading platforms are
contributing to this fact by involving cryptocurrencies into
their standard portfolios.

13 milion Binance accounts
Significant numbers stem from data provided by the
biggest players on the cryptocurrency market. Binance
(No. 1 trading and data platform) states to have 13-15
milion users (user accounts) with an estimate of 1 milion
active users daily. All of these analyzing markets and
making their buy/sell decisions each day.

3 milion Tradingview users
Another considerable platform Tradingview (market
analyses, community) registers over 3 milion users. Based
on the crypto community estimates more than a third of
the users speculate with Bitcoin.
COMPETITORS
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Competition
Uniformity
All competition share one common
trait – uniformity.
All cryptocurrency trading portals look exactly the same.
They present the market information in the same manner.
The identical type of graphs and analyses blindly taken
over from the forex and commodity trading worlds.
However, the crypto world is different. It is its own brave
new world that requires a truly unique approach.

Segment
• Data storage and sales
• Custom-made analyses (on demand)
• Portals - trading, analytical, knowledge-sharing,
providing signals/bots

REC revolution
REC competes across several segments and provides a
complex solution for crypto traders in one platform.
REC brings a revolutionary and unique approach to
data analysis.
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REC will be accepted as a payment method
throughout the entire ecosystem.
This will help to create a growing demand
inside the system.
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Business model
Based on four income sources
SUBSCRIPTION
Users paying a monthly subscription to gain
access to advanced system functionalities.
MONETIZATION
Cooperation with partners and advertisement
space utilization.
MARKETPLACE
Transaction fees between registered users.
B2B SERVICES
Thanks to our API and proprietary analytics
we can cooperate with companies that will use
our services for their business.
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REC token
Internal currency

What is REC token
It is the REC platform‘s internal currency. The token‘s
demand price depends on service popularity and user
activity.

REC token is required to
• subscriptions to REC platform services
• payment for content and services created and
published by community members within the REC
platform

REC token ecosystem
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy / sell trading analysis and alerts
Rewards for analyses or alerts creators
Publishing content on REC Marketplace
Promoting content on REC Marketplace
Buy/sell trading robots
Payments for back testing trading robots
Staking
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ICO
Ethereum-based crowdfunding mechanism

Why ICO
With the influx of new capital, we will be able to fully
focus on the ReplayCrypto project, gain publicity, build
the community, expand our team and launch the project.

Token distribution ratio
Sale

Reserve

Partners

Team

Investors

Bounty

13 % Company reserve
10 % Partners
Crowdsale 58 %

7 % Team
10 % Investors
2 % Bounty program

Total supply: 275,000,000 REC
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Milestones
ICO goals roadmap
We have set a soft cap at 7,500 ETH or $1,5 million. The
project must reach this amount in order to deliver great
results through our exclusive and innovative crypto market
platform with the unique history analytics tool.

1st Milestone - Search & Replay
Target amount - 7,500 ETH (Soft cap)

2nd Milestone - Patterns & Alerts
Target amount - 17,500 ETH

3rd Milestone - Learn & Earn
Target amount - 27,500 ETH

4th Milestone - Enhanced views
Target amount - 37,500 ETH

5th Milestone - Fundamets
Target amount - 47,500 ETH

6th Milestone - Open platform
Target amount - 57,500 ETH
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Milestones details
Packages detail description

1st Milestone - Search & Replay
DETAILED TRADING HISTORY
Full historical data stored on our servers, formatted and
ready for further use. We draw from five major exchanges
and register over 100 coins.
DÉJÀ VU
The core feature of our platform that compares historical
data reveals their similarities. The charm lies in the fact
that we aren’t comparing patterns, but accurate data.
Thanks to this we can bring the most accurate predictions
of market development.
MARKET REPLAY VIEW
Possibility to play the exchange in real time to see what
might have been hidden or if I didn’t have the time. It’s like
watching a recorded game.
REALTIME CHART
Classic candlestick chart. The basis for data collection,
calculations and time shifts. Our goal is to add indicators
and alerts to the classic chart to help traders make quick
decisions.
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WHALE RADAR
A tool for tracking whales that can significantly influence
(manipulate) the market. Like other tools, it can be used
to work with within alerts.
CRYPTOWEATHER
Different view of the market map and the dependence
of each coin on each other. CryptoWeather updates at
intervals of 30s and brings data 7 days back. This is our
initial testing project.
PAIED MEMBERSHIP
Monthly payments will provide members with access to
advanced tools and data. The membership will be divided
into several levels according to the volume of data and
the choice of specific tools.
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2nd Milestone - Patterns & Alerts
DEFI-DRIVEN ANALYTICS (PATTERN) MARKET
The second essential tool for token exchange and flow as
well as platform revenue. Newcomers will buy alerts from
experienced traders in the market. Trading and publishing
strategies will allow you to create the best-rated strategies
at the next level. The market-driven smart contract trades
assets according to a given strategy. The system will
thus allow entry for all Ethereum blockchain users under
transparent conditions to invest in the strategy, borrow
assets, and use leverage and other profits of the author
of the strategy. Other Ethereum blockchain users will be
able to provide their assets at a set interest rate.
ALERTS/WARNINGS
Set custom alarms to alert you to a defined event. For
example, if I find a recurring situation, the system watches
it and then alerts me when it occurs.
PATTERN CREATOR
From pattern search, I get outputs in the form of one or
more similar patterns from the past with a % match rating,
and on that basis I can define my own pattern to serve as
an alert and as an article for trading patterns.
PATTERN PREDICTION
Livechart prediction based on retrospective evaluation
of predefined platform criteria. It will be generated
automatically and available to subscribers.
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ANALYTICS CREATOR
Combination of pattern creator with other analytical
functions. For example, if I find a pattern that has five or
more historical charts with 90 % match, I can search for
whales and fundamentals in a given timeframe to create
a unique analysis.
ANALYTICS (PATTERN) SHARING
The basic function for the market is to create your own
alerts/patterns. Each user must earn a reputation in order
to sell on the market (likes and results).
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3rd Milestone - Learn & Earn
DATA SOURCES EXTENSION
Adding additional data sources from new exchanges and
platforms. Possibility to connect with existing apps.
FEELING INDEX
After logging in, each user expresses how they feel today
- How do You feel today? Bull/Bear/Mutant. Our own
companion indicator will be drawn from this data.
FULLTEXT SEARCH
Search in database of fundamental history (tweets,
articles, hashtags). Useful for eventual comparison of
given market situations on certain fundamentals (same
topics).
LEARNING TRADING GAMES FOR HUMANS
Possibility to learn trading on historical charts for platform
users with motivation in the form of token profit.
USER EVENTS - INTERNAL SOCIAL NETWORK
(DIARY)
Each user has an automatically created log that maps
their analyses and their own records. It can share some
of the data and provide analysable data to other users.
AI - QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The ability to enter a structured query - when this and
that happened - the system will provide an answer in the
form of certain moments in history (it’s another way of
déjà vu).
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PROGRESSIVE STOPLOST & TARGETPROFIT
Revolutionary settings for progressive StopLosts and
TargetProfits that move with time/market (increasing and
decreasing values either as defined by the user or set by
the search pattern).
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4th Milestone - Enhanced views
TIME ZONES
Display of time zones in a graph to identify the onset of
individual markets and their behaviour at a given moment.
From this, the behaviour of individual markets in certain
situations can be calculated and compared (e.g., china
factor in bear trend).
FEAR INDEX
An incentive for sales or purchases as estimated by
the courage of investors. Combination of price, RSI and
market sentiment.
HEATMAPS
An extra graph layer within the candlesticks showing
where the number of trades occurred - volume (lost in a
classic candlestick).
DOMINANCE (BITCOIN)
Expression of bitcoin dominance over other markets.
Expressed by the index of change of this indicator over
time.
GHOST VIEW (COINS, MARKETS)
Monitoring multiple exchanges/coins in one view with the
possibility of their mutual comparison and revealing their
dependencies.
MULTIVIEW (COINS, MARKETS)
Display of coins/exchanges side by side in each platform
window.
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FLIP/REVERSE GRAPHS
Compare sell and buy situations reversed to each other so the bull will be bear and vice versa.
CORELATION INDEX
Comparison across exchanges and currencies - how they
interact (a combination of ghost view and déjà vu data).
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5th Milestone - Fundamets
FUNDAMENT HISTORY
Community events and comments that are backed up like
data to supplement market fundamentals. The source is
mainly twitter and selected thematic blogs.
MEDIA POWER INDEX
Expressing what they write about a lot - basically an
analysis of keywords from content sources (twitter, blogs).
INFLUENCER POWER INDEX
Linking accounts and tags to market developments.
Verifying the impact of topics and influencers on a given
coin/market.
HASHTAG FUNDAMENT MAP
Hashtags - topics discussed on social networks. What
was tagged in a given time frame and how many times.
MARKET SENTIMENT
What the mood in the market is according to social
networks. Evaluation by keywords and hashtags.
GOOGLE SEARCH INDEX
Linking data to development in trends in Google search
(link to Google ads/trends api).
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6th Milestone - Open platform
WIDGETS
View of individual platform features on third-party portals.
As applied to the cryptoweather.online widget.
https://about.cryptoweather.online/widget/
API FOR ROBOTS
Creating an interface for Api approaches for trading
bots, either for back testing or for incorporating platform
outputs into your analyses.
LEARNING TRADING GAMES FOR BOTS
Just as for humans, our historical data can also be used
for teaching trading robots.
API FOR PARTNERS
Creating Api interfaces for companies or exchanges and
other institutions to use our tools in their platforms or for
their clients.
PARTNER/AFFILIATE PROGRAM
Business cooperation with promoters of our services
across the Internet. Affiliate model works on commission
principle.
ADVERTISING
Open platform ad space options and our channels for
advertising partners.
MOBILE APP
Platform transferred to mobile app - the primary purpose
is functional alerts.
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Summary
Last but not least
INITIAL TOKEN PRICE FIXED
0.001 ETH = 1 REC + bonuses for early participation
EMISSION VOLUME
275,000,000 REC
BLOCKCHAIN
Ethereum (ERC20 Protocol)
INVESTOR PROTECTION
If the minimum cap is not reached, 85 % of each transaction
is refunded
PAYMENT METHODS
ETH, BTC, fiat

Funds alocation
Sale

Reserve

Team

Investors

Bounty

3 % Sale
15 % Marketing
9 % Operations

Development 53 %

12 % Business
8 % Research
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Roadmap
To infinity and beyond
Nov.
2016

Our idea was born

Aug.
2017

Started data storing

Mar.
2018

Cryptoarms company
founded

Sept.
2018
POC development
Community research Base
Team growth

Live testing project
www.cryptoweather.online

2019
H1
2020

Algorithm tested
ERC20 token created

H2
2020

ICO
Alfa developement

Q4
2020

Alfa launch

H2
2021

Beta launch

2022
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Mobile app
B2B API

Founders & chief

CryptoArms s.r.o.
Na Fialce 2436/10, 251 01 Říčany, Czech Republic, VAT: 06969186

Filip Dítě

Jan Kubíček

Ondřej Chlubna

CEO + Project & Marketing

Co-Founder + Design & Analyst

Co-Founder + Data & Backend
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Team

David Šimák

Maximilian Kulikov

Zdenek Kukula

Business developement

AI Developement

Market analyst

Dušan Pfeffer

Lukáš Valíček

Jiří Kirkos

Data backtest

Database development

System analyst
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Consultants

Kamil Tomáš

Michal Matýsek

P++roduct management

Consultant
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